Stereochemical memory in the temperature-dependent photodenitrogenation of bridgehead-substituted DBH-type azoalkanes: inhibition of inverted-housane formation in the diazenyl diradical through the mass effect (inertia) and steric hindrance.
The photochemical denitrogenation of the cyclopentene-annelated DBH-type azoalkanes 1 has been examined in solution as a function of bridgehead substitution and temperature. For all derivatives, namely, the unsubstituted 1a(H/H), monomethyl 1b(Me/H) dimethyl 1c(Me/Me), monophenyl 1d(Ph/H), and diphenyl 1e(Ph/Ph), the temperature-dependent ratio of syn and anti housanes 2 provides experimental support for a competition between the singlet (high temperature) and triplet (low temperature) reaction channels in the direct photolysis. The syn/anti ratio of the housanes 2 depends on the extent and type of bridgehead substitution; the amount of the anti diastereomer (retention) follows the order Ph > Me > H, and double substitution is more effective than single. This stereochemical memory is interpreted in terms of the mass effect (inertia) of the substituents and steric interaction (size) between the substituents at the bridgehead and the methylene bridge during the deazetation step of the transient diazenyl diradical conformations (1)DZ (exo-ax) and (1)DZ (exo-eq). These conformers are impulsively generated upon decay of the (1)(n,pi)-excited azoalkane, a trajectory assessed through computational work. The new mechanistic feature disclosed by the unprecedented anti stereoselectivity (retention) is the intervention of a puckered 1,3-cyclopentanediyl singlet diradical (1)DR as product bifurcation step, whose conformational relaxation to the planar species (loss of stereochemical memory) is encumbered by bridgehead substitution.